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Growth,Maturation &

Development of the 

learner 



GROWTH

Growth refers to changes in human  

weight, height and structure.

 Disappearance of old features &  

acquisition of new ones



According to the Crow and Crow(1962)

Growth refers to structural &  physiological

changes”.



DEVELOPMENT

Development refers to a continuous  

process of changes through which task  

managing abilities of the individual are  

polished resulting in experiences and  

learning.



Growth Vs Development

Growth Development

Quantitative change Qualitative Change

Cellular Multiplication Organization of all the parts which  

growth has produced

Does not continue throughout life Continue throughout life-span

Growth is an aspect of Development Development is an integrated whole  

which growth is a part.



Growth Development

Observable & Measureable Cannot Measured Scientifically

Under Natural principles Under Experiences and observations  

of an individual

Various parts of body become larger  

due to growth

An organization in functions of  

various parts of body is observed due  

to development

Increase in height, weight, structure

is regarded as growth

Intelligence, social understanding,  

expertise in language and utilization  

of educational opportunities.



Principle of Growth and Development :

1. Growth and development is a continuous process, but it  does not proceed at a 

uniform rate.

2. Growth and development may be accelerated or  retarded.

3. The process of growth and development are influenced  by heredity and

environment.

4. Growth is unique. Some functions that result from  growth are unique to the 

species like crawling, standing  and walking. These are called phylogenetic

functions.  While functions that are unique to the individual are  called 

ontogenetic functions, like for example, skating  and bicycling which are acquired 

through practice and  not because one is a member of the species.



6. Growth is sequential. Human beings tend to develop in  an orderly and 
predictable sequence. The infant  gradually becomes mobile by lifting first his 
head, then  his chest, and then his abdomen. He sits, crawls, stands  alone and 
then walks in that order. The sequence is  orderly, but the timing may be varied.

7. Development is a product of maturation and learning.

8. The various aspects of development are integrated. For  example, gains in one 
phase of growth depends on gains  in other aspects, like emotional growth 
depending on  social growth and cognitive development depending on  physical
growth



 Learning is permanent change in behavior  through experience.

Acquisition of knowledge.

 Knowledge gained through study.

 Process by which behavior is changed ,shaped  or controlled.

Knowledge of new skills.

What is learning?



1. Development specify maturation of functions.
2. Development means progressive series of  
changes occurs as a result of maturation

What is  Development?



What is the relationship development and 
learning?

 The first centers on the assumption that processes of child development

are independent of learning

 It merely utilizes the achievements of development rather than providing an

impetus for modifying its course.

 This position assumes that processes such as  deduction and understanding, 

evolution of notions  about the world, interpretation of physical  causality, 

and mastery of logical forms of thought  and abstract logic all occur by 

themselves, without  any influence from school learning.



The second major theoretical position is that  learning 

is development.

learning and development as the same, or at  least 

indistinguishable. In this view, learning is  the mastery of 

conditioned responses, the  acquisition of the range of 

habits and  behavioral tendencies.

Learning is the same thing as child development 



Development as (the maturation of a child)  preceding 

learning or as a necessary  precondition to learning. 

This view espouses  that development is a tool for 

learning to use,  but one that has no effect on the base. 

Learning  is a scaffold superimposed over the innate  

abilities of a child, such as logic and so fort.

Learning  depend upon  development 



Videos for Extra learning:

• Video_ Heredity and environment; social heredity- meaning, 
nature, importance in teaching learning process-

• https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtVA_FlmxkepVWQlCMO
7g5w

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1k-srQUfEs

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-yhuB6kJ8Y

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtVA_FlmxkepVWQlCMO7g5w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1k-srQUfEs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-yhuB6kJ8Y
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